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in A Laodicean
KYOKO NAGAMATSU
Ⅰ
A ʻlaodiceanʼ was originally defined in the third chapter of the book of Revelations as
someone with a half-hearted attitude toward religion.
1）
In his novel A Laodicean
(1881) (hereafter abbreviated to AL), Thomas Hardy portrayed people in mid-19th
century England who avoided having unwavering opinions and making decisions
2）
because of ʻthe great modern fluctuations of classes and creedsʼ.
3）
The protagonist
Paula Power is a ʻlaodiceanʼ, a so-called ʻmodern flower in a mediæval potʼ (38-39).
She lives in Stancy Castle inherited from her father, who built half of Europeʼs
railways, and has ʻa prédilection d aʼrtisteʼ (113) for old portraits and the long history
of the castle. At the same time, she has a keen interest in sports, womenʼs higher
education, and the telegraph, the new technology of the time.
Although Paula is educated and has a fortune, she cannot take over her fatherʼs
position as a railroad magnate. That is a manʼs job, and it is her main duty to get
married and produce an heir to leave the castle and the fortune. Since she is financially
independent, George Somerset and Captain De Stancy appear as marriage suitors for
her̶she does not necessarily have wealth and class as high priorities in selecting a
1
1) In the fifteenth and sixteenth verses in the third chapter of the book of Revelations,
people in Laodicea are criticised for their uncommitted stance on religion: ʻI know thy
works, that thou art neither cold nor hot: I would thou wert cold or hot. So then because
thou art lukewarm, and neither cold nor hot, I will spue thee out of my mouth.ʼ
2) For instance, J. B. Bullen notes that Hardy ʻdeals with intellectual doubt, religious
uncertainty, and ideological hesitancyʼ as Laodiceanism in this novel. (J. B. Bullen, The
Expressive Eye: Fiction and Perspective in the Work of Thomas Hardy (Oxford: Clarendon
Press, 1986) 121.)
3) Thomas Hardy, A Laodicean, ed. Jane Gatewood (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1881;1991) 39. This text is based on a 3-volume edition that was published in 1881. All
citations below are from this edition. The page number is noted at the end of the quote in
parenthesis.
man as her husband. Somerset studies architecture but is unable to abandon his
passion for poetry, reminiscent of Hardy in his youth.
4）
After deciding to become an
architect on the advice of his father, he suffers from ʻthe modern malady of unlimited
appreciativenessʼ (12) and cannot decide which architectural style is ʻthe true point of
departure for himselfʼ (12). In contrast to Somerset who is a young man from a
professional middle-class background, De Stancy is the former legitimate heir of
Stancy Castle. However, after his father had lost the castle due to a failed investment,
the family sunk into poverty, so that he became a solider and lost interest in the castle
as well as his family line.
In this paper, I would like to focus on a variety of repetitions that are used by
Hardy when he deals with the question as to which of these two men will be selected
and determine Paulaʼs life. The first kind is the repetition of scenes. It seems the
narrator deliberately creates similar scenes. While reading this novel, readers must
often recollect scenes previously read. The second kind is the repetition of past literary
works. Paula and De Stancy perform Shakespeareʼs Loveʼs Labourʼs Lost (hereafter
abbreviated to LLL), and William Dare is compared to Frankenstein. These works are
not faithfully followed; they also are all significantly deviated from. The third kind is
the use of paintings and photographs, both of which might be considered to be a copy
of the subject. Interestingly, AL is filled with paintings and photographs: portraits of
ancestors are stored in the castle, Dare is a photographer, Somerset sketches various
churches, and his father is a painter; all these characters duplicate humans, buildings
and so on in their own ways. Additionally, copies are often copied: for instance,
portraits are imitated by De Stancy, or photographs are fabricated to deceive Paula.
It might also be argued that the first and second kinds of repetition are in fact a
type of copy as well. In AL, some scenes are copied several times, and previous literary
works are also copied. And in all three kinds of repetition, the relationship between
the original and the copy is not simple; the copy is not always a true replica of the
2
4) Besides his interest in poetry and reluctance to ardently commit himself to architecture,
Michael Millgate points out ʻa reluctance to adopt absolute or even firm positions, a
willingness to see virtue in all sides of a question, an insistence upon the provisionality of
his opinions, and a need to register them rather as a series of tentative impressions than as
the systematic formulations of a philosopherʼ as Hardyʼs Laodiceanism. See Michael
Millgate, Thomas Hardy: A Biography Revisited (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004)
205.
original, and there are cases of copies made from copies. It is necessary to consider
why so many copies are made, and what the complex relationship between the
original and the copy means. This would lead to clarify the uniqueness of AL and
reevaluate this novel, which has long been regarded as one of minor novels by Hardy.
Ⅱ
In AL, certain events are repeated, and the actions of certain people are repeated by
the same people or by different people. First, as an example, I would like to consider
the action of holding hands that repeatedly occurs between Somerset and Paula.
Shortly after they meet, she sees him struggling with a tape measure while surveying
the hallway of the castle. She offers to help him, and stands in the spot he indicates to
her, holding the end of the tape measure. However, since she is not holding the tape
measure correctly, he demonstrates how to hold it properly. At this time, he is careful
not to touch her fingers because he still does not have the courage to touch her hand.
Thirty minutes after that, Somerset is explaining the early Gothic work that has
been applied to the abacus and arch-mould in the castleʼs chapel. She touches the
work with her gloved hand. Not getting his point, she takes off her glove and touches
the work again, but she still does not understand his explanation. He impulsively
seizes one of her fingers between his, and draws her hand along the curves of the
stone. His hand is hot and trembling; her hand is cold. She thanks him, quietly wipes
the dust from her fingers, and puts her gloves back on. This causes him to question:
［ʻWere the coolness and］the inscrutable seriousness with which she applied herself
to his lesson a mockery?ʼ He does not know if her insensitivity to his feelings is ʻthe
very sublimity of maiden innocenceʼ or ʻcoquetryʼ (91).
They instinctively hold each otherʼs hand in the scene where they go to the tunnel
later on that day. Since they are gazing into the tunnel, they are late to notice the train
approaching from the opposite direction. They hurriedly take each otherʼs hand as
they escape the danger and jump off the track. However, even after this danger, she
retracts her hand, politely bows to him, and leaves alone. Being left behind by her, he
thinks that ʻif her disposition were oblique and insincere enough for trifling,
coquetting, or in any way making a fool of him, she had the intellect to do it cruelly
wellʼ (99).
After this, Somersetʼs love for Paula intensifies so much that ʻhe could have laid
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down his life for herʼ (108). When he takes her hand to dance at the garden party
held at the castle, he is beside himself, thinking that what is happening is ʻa figment of
imaginationʼ (120). In the summer-house, he holds her hand for a long time, and she
does not try to pull away. However, when he confesses his love, she only provides
passive consent, saying, ʻYou may love me. . . . I love you to love meʼ, and does not
answer his question, ʻWill you love me?ʼ (122). Therefore, he does not think that she
is completely his, and feels ʻphenomenal agoniesʼ and ʻquestionable delightʼ (123).
His suffering from being unable to confirm her love for him and doubting her
sincerity is evident in this scene.
This doubt and suffering is again described in the scene where two letters of
invitation for parties come too late for him. Since Paulaʼs aunt forgets to hand him the
dinner invitation, it reaches him four hours before the start. He is angry, believing
that he was used to fill empty seats, and so he stays in his room. However, the
following day, looking at the white swan down that fell from her fan on the sofa in his
studio of the castle, he notices that she was sorry for his absence and stayed there for a
while. He regrets his anger, and carefully puts the piece of down in his pocket-book.
The invitation of the Hunt Ball also reaches Somerset on the day of the event because
it is incorrectly addressed. When he rushes to the venue, he is displeased to see Paula
dancing with De Stancy. He waits for his turn to dance with her, but Charlotte De
Stancy suddenly becomes sick and faints. As he watches the two women return to the
castle in a hurry, he suspects that Paula might have exaggerated Charlotteʼs illness in
order to ruin his evening. His apprehension that she does not love him is repeated and
reinforced through these two scenes in which invitations arrive late.
As Dare, the illegitimate son of De Stancy, says,［ʻI］t is only he［Somerset］who
is so ardent. She［Paula］is only lukewarmʼ (133); the difference in their attitudes
stands out. However, we should think of the cause for her lukewarm behaviour. The
narrator indicates her awareness that everyone is constantly observing her actions: for
instance, ʻlike all wise maidens, Paula never ventured on the game of the eyes with a
lover in public; well knowing that every moment of such indulgence overnight might
mean an hourʼs sneer at her expense by the indulged gentleman next day. . .ʼ (221).
Living in such a ʻcensorious worldʼ (272), she must always be careful of peopleʼs eyes.
Even walking around inside the castle with Somerset is ʻcompromisingʼ (83) because,
as Jane Thomas argues, she is under pressure to match herself with the ʻsocially
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sanctioned mode of femininityʼ.
5）
Interestingly, she is aware of her sex appeal, and is happy that she attracts men. To
Somerset she says, ʻI love you to love meʼ (122), and to De Stancy she states,［ʻI］t is
a natural instinct to retain the power of obliging a man to hope, fear, pray and beseech
as long as we［women］think fitʼ (270). At the same time, she knows that it is
dangerous to have even a slightly lenient attitude toward men, and expose this
awareness: ʻI see now that a woman who gives a man an answer one shade less
peremptory than a harsh negative may be carried beyond her intentions, and out of
her own power before she knows itʼ (343). Because of this ʻdouble-bindʼ,
6）
she seems
to be accustomed to the practice of self-repression or being reserved. Yet, Somerset
takes her reserved behaviour to be evidence of coquetry or caprice.
However, there are a number of scenes where it is evident that he misunderstands
her. When Paula asks him to make a Greek-style courtyard in the castle, he gives
himself up to designing it. But when he completes the blueprint, she says that the
courtyard is no longer necessary; he becomes angry and throws the blueprint away.
However, later he finds that she decided to change the plan because a newspaper
article criticized her renovations of the castle. He misunderstands her again on the day
the Hunt Ball is to begin. He happens to see Paula going to the bank in London to
retrieve a lavish necklace; he is displeased because he has not yet received a letter of
invitation. At the ball, however, the necklace is on the neck of Charlotte, and she is
wearing no jewellery at all. Observing her ʻdisinterested actʼ (220) of letting her poor
friend borrow her necklace, he is relieved. In these scenes, Somerset mistakenly
believes her to be coquettish or capricious. In order to protest the easy assumptions
and prejudices he has against women, Paula contends that ［ʻt］here are genuine
reasons for womenʼs conduct. . . as well as for menʼs, though it is sometimes supposed
to be regulated entirely by capriceʼ (240). The narrator proves that her words are
correct by repeatedly showing Somersetʼs questionable judgement about her, which is
based on his misunderstanding.
7）
5
5) Jane Thomas, Thomas Hardy, Femininity and Dissent: Reassessing the ‘Minorʼ Novels
(Basingstoke and London: Palgrave Macmillan, 1991) 96.
6) Thomas, Femininity and Dissent, 107.
7) However, his judgement about her is not always wrong: for instance, she watches him
with an ʻarch self-consciousnessʼ (107) as he puts the swan down in his pocket-book; she
ʻteasinglyʼ (121) keeps silent when he confesses his love for her; she looks into his eyes with
She again says,［ʻI］f I do not give way to every feeling̶I mean demonstration̶it
is because I donʼt want toʼ (240). These words mean that her reserved behaviour or
self-repression is not only born from societal pressure on women. Her acts of
forbidding Somersetʼs love̶for example, wiping the dust off the finger he touched
and putting a glove on, or pulling away when he took her hand̶are also to avoid
being wholly susceptible to his sexual desire, and to control her relationship with him,
protecting her bodily and mental autonomy.
8）
Through these evasive actions and
attitude, she is able to maintain distance from men, and eventually to refuse masculine
control. In this way, as Roger Ebbatson suggests, she is ʻboth deploying and refusing
traditional gender roles.ʼ
9）
In fact, when De Stancy offers his arm to her, her refusal of masculine control is
quite evident. During the trip in Germany, Paula climbs Königsstuhl by herself at a
quick pace. However, contrary to her expectations, the ascent suddenly becomes too
steep for her to walk alone, and she is forced to climb, holding on to De Stancyʼs arm.
In an attempt to use this opportunity, he supports her, and presses her to accept his
love again and again. Yet, she interrupts him by saying, ʻIt is not fair to begin that
now!ʼ and ʻIs this fair? I am physically obliged to hold your arm, so that I must listen to
what you say!ʼ (338) (italics are the authorʼs), so he replies, ʻNo, it is not fair . . . I
wonʼ t say another word.ʼ (339) and becomes silent. Although she cannot climb
without his help, she skillfully rejects his courtship. This attitude clearly expresses her
own opinions on marriage: ʻI am my own mistress in all matters, . . . and the
question of her marriage is especially a womanʼs own affairʼ (356-357).
In the second European journey in which Paula chases Somerset, there are similar
examples of her actions based on her own thoughts. During this journey, his search
for her in the first journey is ʻinversely imitatedʼ (397), and their positions in a
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ʻsaucy composureʼ (253), when she suddenly reveals her trip to Europe. In these scenes, as
Toru Sasaki says, both the narrator and Hardy seem to relish her coquetry and caprice, and
see Somerset with comic detachment, who is constantly tantalized by her. See Toru Sasaki,
A Laodicean as a Novel of Ingenuity, Thomas Hardy: Texts and Contexts, ed. Phillip
Mallet (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2002) 62.
8) Regarding Paulaʼs autonomy, see Richard Nemesvari, Thomas Hardy, Sensationalism, and
the Melodramatic Mode (Basingstoke: Palgrave, 2011) 127-130.
9) Roger Ebbatson, A Laodicean: Hardy and the Philosophy of Money, Thomas Hardy
and Contemporary Literary Studies , eds. Tim Dolin and Peter Widdowson (Basingstoke:
Palgrave Macmillan, 2004) 85.
number of scenes are reversed. In Nice, he knows that she and her family went to
Monte Carlo, departing the day before, and in Cherbourg, she knows that he has just
left for Lisieux. He chases her horse-drawn carriage in Markton and misses her
boarding the train; she chases his horse-drawn carriage but doesnʼ t catch him in
Lisieux. The scene where she sees fragments of paper of a sketchbook left at the
residence of the Great Francis of Lisieux, and believes that Somerset sketched there is
reminiscent of the scene where he sees the swan down, and knows that she spent some
time in his studio. In Caen, she goes out alone at night to visit the church; she expects
to meet him when she hears that a British man was there sketching. However, she is
discouraged when she goes up the stairs of the triforium, and finds his disciple
Cockton there. This scene is similar to the scene where Somerset, who fell in the
turret of Stancy Castle, imagines that she would come to his aid, and is disappointed
because a servant rescues him. In these scenes, she is a brave, strong-willed woman
rather than a cold-hearted and capricious girl as Somerset has criticized. She knows
well that for a lady, chasing a man is ʻan undignified thing to doʼ (401), but she
continues her pursuit of him without regard to the risk of damaging her reputation in
the world.
At the end of the journey, she finds him sick with heartbreak, lying weakly on the
sofa. She crouches beside him, and forces a proposal of marriage out of him:［ʻI］f you
want to marry me as you once did, you must say so; for I am here to be askedʼ (417).
This scene where a woman woos a man illustrates a reversal of the traditional roles
between men and women. In addition, the narrator says that she whispers to him with
ʻroguish solicitudeʼ (416) toward him. According to John Schad,
10）
ʻroguishʼ is a
term used for men in Victorian literary works. Thus, the unusual use of this word also
implies the reversal of their gender roles.
The repetitive reversal that takes place between Paula and Somerset shows that
gender roles are not fixed, but are often changed or are in fact fluid in this novel. It is
true that Paula is bound to strict gender norms decided by society. However, while
she appears to observe them obediently, she sometimes makes use of them to her own
advantage or even breaks them in order to reject masculine control. As Thomas says,
she is a woman with ʻthe multiple, various and conflicting aspectsʼ.
11）
7
10) Thomas Hardy, A Laodicean, ed. John Schad (London: Penguin, 1997) 415.
11) Thomas, Femininity and Dissent, 111.
ⅢIn AL, past literary works are often imitated. In particular, LLL is notably made use
of when it is staged in the castle. In this performance, a number of De Stancyʼs plans
are hidden: Paula undertook the role of the French Princess, since De Stancyʼs
colleague was supposed to play the King of Navarre. However, Somerset is shocked to
see De Stancy play the King under the pretext that his colleague has suddenly become
sick. In addition, Paulaʼs necklace, which Charlotte had worn at the Hunt-Ball, is
used as a present from the King to the Princess. When De Stancy puts it on Paulaʼs
neck on stage, it gives the impression to the audience that the necklace is an heirloom
from the De Stancy family, and that it is a symbol connecting the De Stancy family
and the Power family together. Furthermore, De Stancy suddenly mixes a scene from
Romeo and Juliet into LLL; he takes her hand, quotes the passionate words of Romeo,
and makes a long, drawn-out kissing sound as he leans over her. By seriously deviating
from LLL, De Stancy succeeds in making the audience think that he and Paula are in
love.
Nevertheless, despite the deviation, it would be possible to say that AL imitates LLL
because De Stancyʼs ploy has actually failed. In the kiss scene, their lips are slightly
apart, and it is only a ʻsemblance of a kissʼ (238). De Stancy does not gain Paulaʼs
love, although he is able to deceive the audience. Therefore, the alterations he put into
the performance are useless, and all the efforts of his love are a loss.
What is more, the protagonists of LLL and the main characters in AL are quite
alike. To be sure, De Stancy resembles the King. Just as the King makes a vow to stay
away from women in order to concentrate on studies, De Stancy, discarding Dareʼs
mother, has abstained from wine and women for 18 years. However, just like the King
who forgets his promise when the Princess visits, De Stancy gives up his vow of
abstinence as soon as he sees Paula doing gymnastics. As the King approaches the
Princess, disguising himself as a Russian, so De Stancy tries to attract Paula, imitating
his ancestors in the portraits. In the end, however, both the King and De Stancy fail to
get married, in spite of using a variety of tactics.
Likewise, Paula is quite similar to the Princess. As the Princess dismisses the Kingʼs
love, Paula does not allow De Stancy to kiss her on stage. Actually, she has the control
over the performance, and eventually De Stancy is forced to abide by her will. She also
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looks dominant to Somerset as well. As the Princess teases the King upon seeing his
disguise, Paula ʻserenelyʼ says to Somerset,［ʻI］t is not for us modern mortals to
question［the］truthʼ (239) about whether the kiss was real or not. The narrator
explains her teasing attitude toward him as ʻthat gentle sauciness which shows itself in
the loved oneʼs manner when she has had a triumphant evening without the loverʼs
assistanceʼ (239). These words illustrate that she is sufficiently aware of her own
popularity and attractiveness. Compared to Somerset who constantly worries if he has
lost her, Paula, like the Princess, has confidence in herself and never loses her calmness
and ʻindependenceʼ (241). Therefore, like the Princess, she is able to control her
relationship with him all the time.
Another story that this novel follows and yet deviates from is Mary Shelleyʼs
Frankenstein. In order to regain De Stancyʼs territory and property, Dare schemes to
have De Stancy and Paula married; he makes De Stancy peep at her while she is doing
gymnastics and break his vow of abstinence. As a result, De Stancy transforms from
ʻan easy, melancholy, unaspiring officerʼ (177) into an energetic man who has a
strong will to marry Paula. In a sense, Dare creates a new De Stancy. The narrator
explains that De Stancy is under Dareʼs rule like his child:［ʻT］he lad had the measure
of his mind so entirely as to gauge his position at any momentʼ (201). De Stancy is
also aware that his biological son assumes the role of his father in their relationship:
［ʻI］t seems to me that, of us two, it is you who exercise paternal authorityʼ (159).
However, De Stancy becomes so strong and takes such an ʻauthoritativeʼ (191)
attitude toward Dare that Dare becomes afraid of De Stancy, no longer thinking of
himself as ʻthe protagonistʼ (192) of his scheme. Also the narrator anticipates that his
plan is going to fail: ［ʻDareʼs］ingenuity in vamping up a Frankenstein for his
ambitious experiments seemed likely to be rewarded by his discomfiture at the hands
of his own creatureʼ (191).
12）
His anticipation is fulfilled later on, since De Stancy is
rejected by Paula when he confesses that he and Dare are family. Thus, Dareʼs plan is
broken by the De Stancy he created.
On the other hand, it is true that De Stancy is the father and Dare is the son. Dare
is an illegitimate child whom De Stancy had with a young woman. The characteristics
of this bastard son do not fit into any category: nothing is known of his age,
9
12) It is a common mistake but here Hardy calls the nameless monster Frankenstein. This
was revised in 1896.
nationality, or gender,
13）
he is a ʻchevalier d’industrieʼ (144), he is a diabolical person
likened to Satan (158) and Mephistopheles (383), a monster-like character brought
about by De Stancyʼs debauchery. He awakens De Stancyʼs desire for women for his
own ambitions, and drags his father into his schemes, from which De Stancy is unable
to escape.
However, De Stancy insists that he hates Dareʼs plan:［ʻM］anoeuvring even for my
own, as you call it, is not in my line. It is distasteful̶it is positively hateful to meʼ
(165). He is constantly fearful that there will be unpleasant results, and directly
before the wedding his anxiety reaches a climax: ʻDe Stancy was a sorry specimen of a
bridegroom. . . . Thick-coming fancies, for which there was more than good reason,
had disturbed him only too successfully, and he was as full of apprehension as one
who has a league with Mephistophelesʼ (383). His anxiety is finally realized: when
Dareʼs fake telegram and photograph are discovered, he loses Paula and the castle, and
thus the father De Stancy is destroyed by the son Dare.
14）
The relationship between
Dare and De Stancy is so contradictory that it is not clear who is the father and who is
the son.
15）
Frankenstein is repeated in an extremely complex way in AL.
Ⅳ
Paintings and photographs play an important role in AL. In particular, Hardy
stresses the power of paintings and photographs to influence people. According to the
narrator, old portraits of De Stancyʼs ancestors often play ʻqueer tricksʼ (186) to the
people looking at them, and they even have a power to take ʻrevengeʼ (186) on Paula,
who is the daughter of the Power family that took the castle from the De Stancy
family.
De Stancy makes a very good use of this strong power of paintings in the scene
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13) Tracy Hayes regards his ambiguous gender as subversive to ʻthe prevailing familial
conventions of a hetero-normative societyʼ. See Tracy Hayes, An Unpedestalled
Dionysus: The Alpha-Male as Androgyne in Desperate Remedies and A Laodicean, The
Hardy Review, ed. Rosemarie Morgan, Volume XVII-ii (2015) 39.
14) In the end scene, Dare disappears after piling up all the ancestorsʼ portraits and starting
fire in them. This is similar to the creature in Frankenstein who goes missing after setting
the pile of wood on fire.
15) Hayes asserts that their relationship illustrates ʻthe underlying instability of seemingly
ethically rigid patriarchal societyʼ in 19th century England. See Hayes,An Unpedestalled
Dionysus, 40.
where he explains each portrait in the castle gallery to Paula. Since Edward de Stancy,
one of the ancestors drawn in the portraits, and De Stancy both have black moles on
their faces, they can be seen as similar. On the previous day, De Stancy studied the
engraved copy of the portrait in his fatherʼs house, and decided to appeal to Paula with
the similarity of their faces. In fact, when he visits the gallery and comes close to that
portrait, Paula soon notices their similar moles, and then the portrait exerts an
unusual power:
In a short time he had drawn near to the painting of the ancestor whom he so
greatly resembled. When her quick eye noted the speck on the face, indicative of
inherited traits strongly pronounced, a new and romantic feeling that the De
Stancys had stretched out a tentacle from their genealogical tree to seize her by the
hand and draw her in to their mass took possession of Paula (187) (italics mine).
The narrator uses the words ʻtentacleʼ, ʻseizeʼ, ʻdraw inʼ, ʻtook possession ofʼ to
create an impression as if the portrait is forcibly pulling her into their dead world.
Paula, who longs for an old bloodline, cannot help being affected by the intense force
of such a portrait: ʻPaula was continually starting from a reverie and speaking
irrelevantly, as if such reflections as those seized hold of her in spite of her natural
unconcernʼ (188). This indicates that she is taken by the trick of the portrait, and
falls into an abnormal psychological state. However, at the same time, Paula, going
back and forth between reality and reverie, is vaguely aware that any similarity
between De Stancy and the portrait is fantasy.
The narrator himself questions whether De Stancy and the ancestor in the picture
really do resemble one another: ʻIt so happened that the captain had a mole, though not
exactly on the same spot of his face; and this made the resemblance still greaterʼ
(183-184) (italics mine). Although it cannot be mistaken that De Stancy does
resemble his ancestor to a certain extent, the narrator lets readers know that since the
mole is in a different place, he is not a complete copy of his ancestor. In addition, De
Stancy does not allow Paula to bring a candle on purpose, and stands in front of the
portrait in the middle of ʻthe unsteady shine of the blazeʼ (187) of an open flame.
Then, the differences between the two men are wiped out, and ʻthe representative
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under the portrait and the representative in the portraitʼ seem ʻnot far removedʼ
(188). Using light in this way, he can idealize himself, and deeply impress that on
Paulaʼs memory.
In fact, he has the ʻthe Protean qualityʼ (191) that makes it possible for him to
show and act like any ancestor in appearance and status. Edward De Stancy is not the
only ancestor he can resemble. Next, he imitates another ancestor whose courtship
was refused by a certain woman many times, and who stabbed himself with a sword
when she married another man. De Stancy is dressed similar to that ancestor who held
a sword close to his armour, and he stands before the portrait so as to cover the
ancestorʼs picture. He also recites a poem, which is said to have been written in the
ancestorʼs blood, and imitates the suicide, facing his body down on the sword. Then,
feeling as though he were that ancestor and really going to commit suicide, Paula
screams, ʻDonʼt, Captain De Stancy, please donʼtʼ (191).
However, the narrator indicates that even though his act may look imminent, a
number of fake motifs are actually incorporated. De Stancy tells the story of his
ancestors as if he were very familiar with the family; however, he does not know any of
their history because he has no interest in them. As a matter of fact, before meeting
Paula, he read through documents and notes related to the familyʼs genealogy at his
fatherʼs house, and crammed the knowledge about his ancestors like ʻa candidate for a
government examinationʼ (188). Even the poem said to have been written in blood is
just a number of poems De Stancy hastily memorized from ʻthe printed copyʼ (190)
that morning. In this way, the narrator exposes the fact that De Stancyʼs narrative is a
mix of cheap lies.
De Stancy is also deceitful with the sword and armour he uses. Even though he is
wearing armour of ʻsome resemblanceʼ (189), he says,［ʻT］his is his［the ancestorʼs］
armour, as you will perceive comparing it with the picture, and this is the sword with
which he did the rash deedʼ(189). However, when he has the upper part of ʻthe suit
of armourʼ on, his modern face seems to have ʻan ethereal idealityʼ (190). The action
of him stabbing the sword into himself is another product of his imagination, as is
implied in his own statement:［ʻW］e may picture him turning the same sword in this
same way, and falling on it thusʼ (190) (italics mine). However, his made-up actions
seem very real to Paula and provide an unforgettable impression.
Interestingly, when Somerset first visits the gallery, he feels the following:
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He wondered how many of the lofty foreheads and smiling lips of this pictorial
pedigree could be credited as true reflections of their prototypes. Some were
wilfully false, no doubt; many more so by unavoidable accident and want of skill.
Somerset felt that it required a profounder mind than his to disinter from the
lumber of conventionality the lineaments that really sat in the painterʼs presence,
and to discover their history behind the curtain of mere tradition(26).
He rightly observes that the ancestors who were the models and the paintings are
not the same for various reasons. Significantly, he understands that the portraits do
not necessarily depict the humans correctly. Therefore, the original portraits of De
Stancyʼs ancestors in the gallery are not quite correct copies of the actual ancestors.
Moreover, since De Stancy imitates them in his performance, which conceals a
number of lies, he makes even more inaccurate copies of the portraits. To put it in
another way, through his performance, the original ancestors are farther and farther
away, and become even more unclear. As a result, they are misrepresented in many
layers.
Other examples of notable misrepresentation in AL are the false telegram and
photograph created by Dare. In order to pull Paula away from Somerset, Dare adds
the ʻdistorted featuresʼ and ʻwild attitudeʼ (319) of a drunk man to Somersetʼs
photograph. Paula, who does not know of such technology to manipulate images in
this way, sees ʻa perfect likenessʼ (319) of her lover in this inaccurate copy of him.
Also, the telegram in Somersetʼs name stating that he wants 100 pounds because he
lost his money at the casino seems to be true to her. Ironically, Dare adds his own
predicament to this telegram̶he badly needs money, after losing his fortune by
gambling̶to deceive Paula. Still, just like the faked photograph, she believes that it is
ʻa genuine illustrationʼ (319) of Somersetʼs personal life, and therefore, it is the reason
for her cold attitude toward him. In AL, misrepresentation has a stronger power than
the original, and manipulates the characters.
Ⅴ
The largest collection of copies in AL is Stancy Castle. According to the county
history book, this castle ʻstood on the site in very early timesʼ, and ʻin its primeʼ it was
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known around the world as ʻa masterpiece of fortificationʼ (104). Then the castle
changed hands to the De Stancy family, and they inhabited it for many generations.
However, Captain De Stancyʼs father lost it due to financial difficulties, and Paulaʼs
father, who built a railway line close by, purchased it. Now over half of the castle is in
disarray, but there is a relatively modern section in which she uses a number of rooms
as a temporary residence. This history illustrates that the owners of the castle have
repeatedly changed, and as a result, the castle is an ʻirregularʼ (22) building with no
sense of unity, in other words, a patchwork of various architectural styles.
It is noteworthy that while there are some parts neglected and ruined, there are
many renovated parts in the castle. As the county history book indicates, a variety of
people in the past have tried to prevent the collapse of the castle by repairing it in
different ways. The biggest responsibility of the current owner, Paula, is also to
consider how to repair the castle that is ʻhalf ruin, half residenceʼ (22). About her
approach to the renovations she says,［ʻW］e will limit ourselves strictly to synchro-
nism of style̶that is to say, make good the Norman work by Norman, the Perpen-
dicular by Perpendicular, and so onʼ (106). From this statement it is clear that she
aims to preserve the original architectural style at the time that part was made. In
other words, each renovation is a copy of the previous architectural style of each
respective part; as a result, the castle has a new copy added each time it is renovated.
What is more important, the origins of the castle are completely unknown. The
county history book only says,［ʻW］hen this picturesque and ancient structure was
founded, or by whom, is extremely uncertainʼ (104). Just as the true faces and bodies
of the ancestors drawn in the portraits are unknown, the original appearance of the
castle is also not known. Then, we may consider that the castle is a building that
symbolizes AL. In this novel, as we have already seen, actions such as touching hands
and scenes like European journeys are repeated (or copied) to reveal that gender roles
can be reversed and that gender is not something steadfast but fluid. In addition, AL
copies literary works like LLL and Frankenstein. However, deviations such as other
works being inserted interfere with a complete copy of the original work. Paintings
and photographs, rather than correctly duplicating the model, distort the image of the
subject, and make it difficult to find the truth. Accordingly, AL is filled with copies
and misrepresentations that lie to and deceive people; in the worst case, they do a lot
of harm to the characters. For instance, when Paula sees a false newspaper article
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about her marriage, she gets a shock and immediately refutes: ［ʻT］here is no
foundation whatever for the assertion of our contemporary that a marriage is likely to
be arranged between Captain De Stancy and Miss Power of Stancy Castleʼ (252).
This statement, made in anger, is quite significant for the entire novel: like this false
article, AL describes a world with no entrenched foundation, in other words, an
unreliable world where the originals are unknown and numerous copies are made
from copies. Therefore, the castle lacking the single, undivided origin but with copies
of architectural styles from various periods can be regarded as an appropriate
backdrop for this novel.
In the last scene, Somerset proposes to build a new house next to what remains of
the burned castle. He says, ʻYou, Paula, will be yourself again, and recover. . . from
the warp given to your mind. . . by the mediævalism of that placeʼ, (431) hoping
that their marriage will not be disturbed by the ghosts of the De Stancy family.
However, her final words, ʻI wish my castle wasnʼt burnt; and I wish you were a De
Stancy!ʼ (431) demonstrate that the castle and the ancestors still have a strong power
over the present, and it is unclear whether Somersetʼs hopes will come true. The novel,
rather than offering certainty and stability, ends with a sense of anxiety and instability.
AL is a unique novel in Hardyʼs oeuvre. It deviates from the category of the so-
called ʻnovels of character or environmentʼ in which most of his famous works are
included. Different from his well-known tragedies where the main character with a
strong personality is ruined, this novel is hard to place among all of his work. There is
no doubt that this novel lacks intensity. The reserved behaviour of the elusive Paula,
her lukewarm attitude while going to and fro between Somerset and De Stancy, and
the slow development of the love between Somerset and Paula seem some of the likely
reasons for the unpopularity of this novel. However, as we have thus far examined, the
very lack of intensity makes it possible for Hardy to create the unreliable world full of
copies and misrepresentations. Although AL cannot be said to be a masterpiece of
Hardy, it is an impressive, interesting novel for the ingenious way he depicts this
world.
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